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European Union is on one hand aiming towards greater uniformity in the rules, solutions and products, but on the other hand, we can easily recognise that the answers and solutions to many fundamental problems are left to individual Member States.

The goal of this presentation is not to expose right or wrong solutions in different countries but to convince responsible authorities that the unification of solutions is necessary to ensure safe and smooth flow of traffic, especially on the roads that are part of Trans European Network. We are convinced that the unification itself will assure optimal traffic safety related solution.

The following issues addresses three in basically different fields, but they are all more or less related to road safety:

- How to form **emergency lanes** during congestions caused by traffic accidents or other unexpected events,
- **Colours of reflective elements** on road side delineators or guard rails and
- **Variable message signs**.
Emergency lanes

How to form the emergency lane

EU countries have different rules for positioning vehicles in the case of traffic jams on motorways. In some countries, vehicles are positioned in the emergency lane, but in Slovenia this is not permitted.

Drivers in EU countries have different instructions for positioning vehicles in the case of traffic jams. In Slovenia, it is not permitted to position the vehicle on the emergency lane, while in Austria and Germany this is permitted. Therefore, in Slovenia we strive to determine positioning of vehicles more precisely, with legislation. Emergency vehicles, struggling to reach the point of accident using the lane formed between the lines of vehicles in the fast and driving lanes, or using the emergency lane, pose a great problem. Because the instructions for positioning the vehicles are not unified, we are faced with dangerous situations and losses in the response and rescue time.
But first let’s see what Wikipedia has to say about it:

A shoulder, or hard shoulder is an emergency stopping lane by the verge of a road or motorway, on the right in countries which drive on the right, or on the left side in Japan, the UK, Australia, and other left-side driving countries. Many wider U.S. as well as Swedish freeways have shoulders on both sides of each directional carriageway, in the median as well as at the outer edges of the road, for additional safety. Shoulders are not intended for use by through traffic, although there are exceptions (see below).

Shoulders have multiple uses, including:

- In the event of an emergency or breakdown, a driver can pull into the shoulder to get out of the flow of traffic and obtain a greater degree of safety.
- Emergency vehicles such as ambulances and police cars may use the shoulder to bypass traffic congestions.
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Staubildung → Rettungsgasse

Danke
**Emergency lanes**

### AB 1.1. 2012 PFlicht BEl STAUbildunG

Ursprünglich 2010 in Spanien für Rettung, Feuerwehr und Polizei eingerichtet, wird die Abstufung der Rettungswegschutzmaßnahmen auf den Autobahnen und Straßenzügen für ihre Arbeit umgesetzt.

**WO?**

Ab 1.1.2012 ist auf Übergangsabschnitten der Rettungswegschutzmaßnahmen die Durchsetzung einheitlicher Maßnahmen zu erwarteten und die Anwenden der entsprechenden Richtlinien.

**Wann?**

Während der Konjunktur von Juni bis September 2012 sind die Rettungsdienste, Feuerwehren und Polizei auf die Durchsetzung der Maßnahmen angewiesen.

### BeStauBiLdungs: RettungsGasse

**Wie?**

Alle Fahrzeuge der Anlieferung einer brandschutztechnischen Rettungswegschutzmaßnahme sind zu beachten, um eine effiziente und sichere Förderung der Rettungsdienste zu gewährleisten.

### GEMEINSAM LEBEN RETTEN

**WeG Frei Für Die Rettungsgasse**

Bitte die Rettungsgasse, weder auf Autobahnen noch auf Autobahnzügen der örtlichen Verkehrsbetriebe, als Streifen mit der entsprechenden Markierung zu verwenden.

**Bei zwei Spuren:**

Bei den Anlieferungen der Rettungsdienste ist die Rettungswegschutzmaßnahme im Straßenverkehr durch die entsprechende Markierung zu kennzeichnen.

**Bei mehr Spuren:**

Bei kurzen Abständen zwischen Fahrzeugen ist die entsprechende Markierung auf der Rettungswegschutzmaßnahme zu verwenden.

**Verantwortlich für die Durchführung der Maßnahmen:**

Kerstin Schröder und Hans Dieter Seibt, Verantwortliche für die Durchführung der Maßnahmen. 

**Verantwortliche für die Durchführung der Maßnahmen:**

Kerstin Schröder und Hans Dieter Seibt, Verantwortliche für die Durchführung der Maßnahmen.
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Slovenia

up to 40% more chances of survival

With the appropriate positioning of vehicles which are not involved in an accident on a motorway, we allow emergency vehicles faster access to the injured, which increases their chances of survival by 40%.

If vehicles ahead begin to stop on the road, the positioning of vehicles GREATLY IMPACTS help to the injured in cases of accidents. Therefore, consider the appropriate positioning of vehicles when congestion occurs.

When congestion occurs...

Enough space for emergency vehicles must be left between the lines of vehicles in the fast and driving lanes. Emergency vehicles are equipped with blue or yellow lights (rescue service, fire fighters, police, regular maintenance operator, inspection services, etc.).

Vehicles in the driving lane must move to the extreme right and vehicles in the fast lane must move to the extreme left.

Fine

Inappropriate positioning of vehicles during congestion on a motorway or expressway is subject to a fine of EUR 200.

www.dars.si
If we want the emergency lane to be wide enough for heavy fire-fighter trucks, vehicles should move beyond edge lines.

So in Slovenia we first have to update the legislation and than start to educate drivers how to stop the vehicle and which part of the road is intended for broken down vehicles and which for emergency vehicles in case of traffic accidents.
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A snapshot of the actual event
This problem is also related to inconsistent regulations between European countries. The colour of the markings on the edge of the motorway with dual carriageway differ from country to country. Most often used colours are red and white. But in some countries you can see that they can be yellow. Blue colour is sometimes used to mark minimal safety distance for heavy vehicles.

Reflective markings are posted on pillars and guard rails on the open sections of the roads. LED markings mostly used in tunnels are posted on pavement at the edge of the carriageway. The colour of markings however, does not directly influence safety, except maybe in the case of driving in the opposite direction.

The problem is not present directly in safety, but in the legal provisions of the Member States of the EU. Different countries regulates this meter differently.
Colours of reflective elements on road side delineators

It is not the question whether those markings are useful or not (I think we all are convinced that they are), but does the driver get basic idea how they can help him.
Colours of reflective elements on road side delineators

Member States of the EU have different colours of markings of the carriageway edge on motorways.

Some examples:
Variable message signs are very useful road equipment for efficient traffic management and can also be used to inform drivers about weather conditions, road and traffic conditions, dangerous activities such as wrong way driving.

Different means of variable message signs:
- Variable message signs for traffic management,
- Informational variable message signs,
- Combination of both.

The use and validity of variable message signs differ among EU members.
Variable message signs

Variable message signs for traffic management
Variable message signs

Informational variable message signs,
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Combination of traffic management and information
Variable message signs

When used for traffic management variable message signs can be:

- Variable message sign is displaying continuously only one content (sign),
- Variable message sign with only one content that incorporate sensors for different characteristics (speed, height, ...) that can activate blinking effect to draw attention of the driver to the violation of specific regulations,
- Variable message signs with two contents that exchange in short period (for instance every two seconds).

If we use variable signs for all those purposes we are faced with two basic questions:

1. Validity of blinking or exchanging traffic signs.
2. Hierarchy of road signs (static and variable signs).
Variable message signs

Example: two different signs exchanging
Variable message signs

Hierarchy of different kind of traffic signs.
Variable message signs

Variable message signs are used in many EU countries but in many different ways:

- as the most important way for traffic management,
- only as a way to inform drivers about road, traffic or weather conditions,
- they are not recognised as a road signs.

In countries where variable message signs are used, their relation to static signs is more unified. They have the same meaning as static signs and their significance must be unified.
Proposals for unification - conclusions

Following the example of the EU directives we are consistently equipping roads and tunnels with modern equipment and signs and thus we are trying to increase traffic safety.

EU should also provide guidelines for very different areas:

- Rules for positioning vehicles in the case of traffic jams;
- Colours for reflective road side markers;
- Use and credibility of Variable Message Signs (VMS);
- Rescue routes (open passage to motorways);
- Number and shape of the signage before tunnels, splits ...
Thank you for your attention!